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Project 04

Read 3 research papers provided the the instructor
For each research paper, comes up with 4 different ideas of 
extending the proposed research
How can we combine ideas from the 3 directions?



ML for  graph v is
Graph-based ML

ML on graphs
NV



ML approach to large 
graph visualization



Main Challenges

Training datasets
Model Architecture
Loss function design



Idea 1: when are two 
graphs look the same?



Machine learning approach to 
large graph visualization

Cluster graphs by their topological similarities. https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.04328



Graphlets

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.04328



Graphlets Frequencies

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.04328



Topological similarities: kernels

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.04328
Treating graphlets frequencies as feature vectors. Define dot product of two 
graphlet frequency vectors. 



Aesthetic criteria for graph VIS

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.04328

Crosslessness: Minimizing the number of edge crossings

Minimum angle metric: maximizing the minimum angle between 
incident edges on a vertex. 

Edge length variation: Uniform edge lengths. 

Shape-based metric: Mean Jaccard similarity between the input 
graph and the shape graph. 



What would a graph 
look like in this layout?

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.04328

Compare accuracy of ML predicted similar graph layout vs human chosen layout



Idea 2: how to find a 
good layout?

http://kwonoh.net/dgl/

http://kwonoh.net/dgl/


[KwonMa2019]



A Deep Generative Model 
for Graph Layout

[KwonMa2019]



[KwonMa2019]

Detailed Approach

Training data collection: using multiple layout methods using 
random search, where each layout is computed using randomly 
assigned parameter values of a given layout method
Layout features: We use the pairwise Euclidean distance of nodes 
in a layout as the feature of the layout  
Structural Equivalence:  compare two different layouts of the same 
set of  Structurally equivalent nodes (SENs_ using the Gromov–
Wasserstein (GW) distance; Two nodes of a graph are said to be 
structurally equivalent if they have the same set of neighbors.



[KwonMa2019]

Detailed Approach

Architecture
An  autoencoder  (AE)  learns  to  encode  a  high-dimensional 
input object to a lower-dimensional latent space and then decodes 
the latent representation to reconstruct the input object
VAEs extend the classical AEs by minimizing variational loss 
which measures the difference of the distribution of the input 
objects’ latent representations and a prior distribution. 

Training: learn the parameters of the neural network used in our 
model by minimizing the reconstruction loss and the variational loss



[KwonMa2019]



[KwonMa2019]



[KwonMa2019]



[KwonMa2019]



[KwonMa2019]



[KwonMa2019]



[KwonMa2019]



[KwonMa2019]



Idea 3: when is a 
prediction correct?



DeepDrawing: A Deep Learning 
Approach to Graph Drawing 

[WangJinWang2019]



Approach

[WangJinWang2019]

Training: Given a set of graph drawing examples with desirable 
aesthetic properties and their structures, the deep learning model is 
trained to learn the mapping and corresponding algorithm-specific 
parameters for determining the desirable graph drawings
Testing: After training, when given a new graph, it can automatically 
analyze the graph structure and directly generate a layout that 
carries the common visual properties of the drawing examples 
(edge crossings, community preservation and node occlusion that 
are shared by the training graph drawings). 
The deep learning model learns one specific drawing style from a 
certain training dataset. 



[WangJinWang2019]



Loss function

[WangJinWang2019]

The graph drawings in the training dataset are regarded as the 
ground-truth drawings, and the purpose of the loss function is to 
guide the proposed model to generate graph layouts as “similar” to 
the corresponding training data as possible. 



[WangJinWang2019]



[WangJinWang2019]

Baseline: other generative models



Apply ML to 
Graph Drawing



Existing  approaches

Approaches that learn from human interaction:  learn information 
from users based on their interactions to a graph drawing system.

Approaches that are not based on human interaction: gather and 
evolve knowledge about how to draw a graph from the results of 
other automatic graph drawing algorithms or from the graph 
structure itself. 

VieiraNascimentoSilva2015



Rate by users

https://www.cse.unr.edu/~sushil/class/gas/papers/masui94evolutionary.pdf



Learning optimal graph drawing for 
clustered graph

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=345354

Construct a handcrafted feature vector of a cluster from a number of 
graph measures: number of vertices, diameter, and maximum 
vertex degree. 

Find an optimal layout for each cluster.  



Using ML to improve layout quality

Human in the loop evaluation. 

Using neural network algorithms to optimize a layout for certain 
aesthetic criteria.



Self-organizing graphs
B. Meyer: Self-organizing graphs - a neural network perspective of 
graph layout

Not building a general neural network that learns aesthetic criteria 
or hints about how to draw a graph. Instead, it models the graph 
structure and the drawing problem as a network coupled with an 
energy system. 



Future directions?

Using neural network algorithms to optimize a layout for certain 
criteria
Really learn how to draw a good graph



Graph-Based ML

https://research.googleblog.com/2016/10/graph-powered-machine-learning-at-google.html



http://www.idgconnect.com/abstract/18124/the-wave-disruption-graph-machine-learning



What ML algorithms are 
based on graphs?



Deep Learning!

http://www.global-engage.com/life-science/deep-learning-in-digital-pathology/
First train a system using labeled data with features and then apply the trained system to unlabeled data



https://
research.googleblog
.com/2016/10/
graph-powered-
machine-learning-
at-google.html



Graph-based 
semi-supervised learning

Sparse training data
Model labeled and unlabeled data jointly during learning, leveraging 
the underlying structure in the data
Easily combine multiple types of signals (for example, relational 
information from Knowledge Graph along with raw features) into a 
single graph representation and learn over them. 



Graph-Based
Semi-Supervised 

Learning



http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~jerryzhu/icml07tutorial.html



Spectral 
Clustering



Spectral Clustering 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.08436



https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.08436



Label 
Propagation



Label Propagation

https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.08436



https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.08436



https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.08436



Additional Reading

http://mlg.eng.cam.ac.uk/zoubin/talks/lect3ssl.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZQOvm0fkLA



Graph-Based ML 
Plus Visualization



Visualizing 
Execution of Algorithm



https://visualgo.net/en



https://visualgo.net/en/sorting

https://visualgo.net/en/sorting


https://visualgo.net/de/dfsbfs

https://visualgo.net/de/dfsbfs


Visualizing LP?
Visualization of random walks on graphs?

http://www.opcoast.com/demos/label_propagation/index.html



Thanks!
You can find me at: beiwang@sci.utah.edu

Any questions?

mailto:beiwang@sci.utah.edu?subject=
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